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[FAUCETS & FIXTURES]
CONTEMPORARY FAUCETS
Isenberg’s new 150 Series includes 20 matching pieces with bold contemporary shapes
and smooth lines. Along with pressure balance and thermostatic showers, tub faucets,
and accessories, the line includes several sink faucets. There is the solid brass, chromefinished Single Hole Bathroom Faucet with a ceramic disk for temperature and volume
control; the lever-handle brass Single Handle Wall Mounted Bathroom Faucet; and
the Three Hole 8-inch Widespread Two Handle Bathroom Faucet, which has an arched
design with separate hot and cold handles. For more info circle 810

SPRAY-WAND FAUCET
Modeled after industrial-style flexible chef’s faucets, the Delta Trinsic Pro
features a spring-design undocking spout for a wider range of motion.
When the spray wand is undocked, water can be aimed in any direction with
spray and steam options. The magnetic MagnaTite Docking system secures
the wand and keeps it aligned after washing is done, and an LED light at the
base indicates water temperature. Touch2O Technology with TempSense
allows the faucet to be turned on and off with just a touch. Available in
Chrome and Arctic Stainless finishes. For more info circle 811

BATHROOM FAUCETS
Faucets in the Glyde line of bathroom
fixtures from Moen are graceful, simple,
and, as the name implies, smooth. The
two-handle widespread lavatory faucets
feature a Moen 1234 Duralast ceramic-disc
cartridge for better control. With a flow rate of
1.2 gpm, the Posi-Temp pressure-balancing valves
automatically adjust to water-line pressure for
consistent temperatures. The decorative, durable
LifeShine Finish won’t tarnish, flake, or corrode,
the company says, and an M-Pact common valve
system makes it easy to replace faucets without having
to tear up plumbing. For more info circle 812

FILTER FAUCET
Using the integrated Xtract Filter Mode, the filter
in the Lita Filter Faucet from Pfister purifies water
effectively and quickly, delivering clean water two times
faster than most conventional faucets, the company
says. The filter blocks more than 300 chemicals found
in tap water throughout the country, including chlorine,
mercury, and pesticides. The sprayhead offers spray,
pause, and stream functions, and stays in place
when docked. For more info circle 813

PULL-DOWN FAUCET
Although the Sonoma pull-down faucet is available in a 2.2-gpm model, additional
1.8-gpm and 1.5-gpm CALGreen models offer better water savings. The faucet, from
Blanco, has an ergonomic design and dual-spray functionality and comes in an array
of finishes. Standard finishes include Polished Chrome and Stainless Steel, and eight
dual options are also offered, including mixes of Stainless and Metallic Gray, Café
Brown, and Truffle. The 16½-inch-high faucet, with a spout head of nearly 8 inches,
has a reach of 8½ inches. For more info circle 814
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